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AERODROP: PROSPECTS AND CHALLENGES FOR
CO-DELIVERY OF PROBE AND ORBITER VIA AEROCAPTURE

Samuel W. Albert∗, Robert D. Braun†, and Hanspeter Schaub‡

AeroDrop is a new way to include ride-along probes or orbiters on interplanetary
missions, made possible by the advent of small satellites as secondaries for space
science missions combined with the maturation of aerocapture technologies. This
mission architecture involves the design of a probe with the aerodynamic char-
acteristics to reach the surface from the same entry state as the mothercraft per-
forming aerocapture – or vice-versa. By eliminating the need for an in-space di-
vert maneuver, AeroDrop lowers the additional risk of these secondary smallsats.
This study summarizes the key prospects and challenges for the implementation of
AeroDrop, including a feasibility assessment of the flight-mechanics and relevant
constraints at Venus, Titan, and Neptune. The study also includes an analysis of
relevant past missions and a discussion of the risk reduction by using AeroDrop
instead of a propulsive divert maneuver. The most promising AeroDrop configu-
ration is shown to be passive impactor or penetrator probes delivered on a ballistic
nominal trajectory as the secondary mission to a primary orbiter delivered by a
lift-modulated nominal aerocapture trajectory.

INTRODUCTION

Co-delivery of a probe and an orbiter is a powerful architecture for a variety of interplanetary mis-
sions. The Galileo and Cassini-Huygens missions are two famous examples, among many others,
of this approach. Given the infrequency of major planetary science missions, it is highly desirable
to maximize scientific return by gathering data from orbit as well as in-situ measurements from the
atmosphere or surface. Though interplanetary co-delivery has already been accomplished a number
of times, two recent developments have changed the landscape of this problem in a way that creates
a new opportunity for planetary science missions.

The first development is the recent preponderance of small satellites, especially CubeSats, which
have accounted for an increasingly large share of satellites launched each year since around 2012.1

Technological innovations including the miniaturization of electronics and availability of commercial-
off-the-shelf hardware has led to a steady increase in the capabilities possible in these small form-
factors, and CubeSat missions have now moved beyond serving a primarily educational role to make
numerous notable scientific contributions.2 Many have recognized the potential application of small
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Figure 1: Diagram of the aerocapture process

satellite platforms to planetary science missions. A 2014 study sponsored by the Keck Institute for
Space Studies presented space science mission concepts “uniquely enabled by the small satellite
platform,” and recommended including small spacecraft as secondaries on all missions beyond low
Earth orbit (LEO).3 NASA has also studied a variety of mission concepts through its Planetary Sci-
ence Deep Space SmallSat Studies program.4 In November 2018 MarCO-A and MarCO-B, the twin
CubeSat communications relays accompanying the InSight Mars lander, successfully demonstrated
the merit of smallsats in deep space applications.5 Smallsat secondary spacecraft enhance planetary
science missions only if the secondary mission can minimize the additional mass, risk, cost, and
complexity to the primary mission.

The second recent development is the increasing technical maturity of aerocapture, the technique
of flying through a planet’s atmosphere in order to reduce the spacecraft’s energy and capture into
orbit as shown in Figure 1. This idea is far from new, having been studied for decades and pro-
posed on a number of missions.6, 7 Aerocapture has still never been implemented in flight, though
there has been some renewed interest in the area in recent years. Technology development such as
the Heatshield for Extreme Entry Environment Technology (HEEET) from NASA Ames Research
Center and recent work on discrete-event drag-modulation aerocapture, among others, contribute
to lowering the mission risk of aerocapture.8, 9 A 2016 study at the NASA Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory (JPL) concluded that while aerocapture technology readiness is destination-dependent, no
prior flight demonstration would be needed to implement aerocapture at Titan, Mars, and possi-
bly Venus.10 Some of the renewed interest in aerocapture can be attributed to a recent focus on
concepts for missions to the ice giants (Uranus and Neptune) in preparation for the next Planetary
Science Decadal Survey,11 because it is these destinations where aerocapture can offer the most
benefit compared to propulsive orbit insertion.12

The new opportunity enabled by secondary smallsats and aerocapture is AeroDrop.13 The con-
cept, illustrated in Figure 2, is to design a probe and an orbiter to reach their desired final states
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Figure 2: AeroDrop diagram, shown as a close-up view of the region in the dashed-line box in Fig.
1. Features exaggerated.

from a single approach trajectory and entry state. The two vehicles travel together during cruise
until shortly before atmospheric entry, then diverge during atmospheric flight due to differences
in their aerodynamic properties and control strategies. The orbiter stays higher in the atmosphere,
burning off just enough energy to perform aerocapture, while the probe continues deeper into the
atmosphere until either beginning a subsequent deceleration phase (i.e., deploying parachutes) or
plummeting into the atmosphere or surface, as desired. Note that in this paper, “probe” is used
as a catch-all term including landers, impactors, deep atmospheric probes, etc. By eliminating the
need for a critical divert maneuver performed shortly before entry, AeroDrop could enable small
secondary probes or landers on larger primary missions with minimal added risk and complexity.
For example, a satellite using lift-modulated aerocapture to reach Mars orbit could release several
small probes that follow ballistic trajectories down to the surface. In general AeroDrop can apply
to missions with multiple primary or secondary spacecraft, but for simplicity this paper proceeds
assuming only one probe and one orbiter.

The central purpose of this paper is to examine at a higher level the key prospects and challenges
of AeroDrop; that is, to consider the potential benefits of AeroDrop to a wide range of mission sce-
narios as well as the biggest issues that would stand in the way of implementation. The reduced risk
of AeroDrop is discussed in greater detail, and the study also includes an analysis of the applicabil-
ity of AeroDrop to a number of previous real and proposed probe/orbiter missions. Peak heat-rate
and integrated heat load constraints are added to the feasibility assessment results. Finally, this
study expands the previous feasibility assessment to include a broader range of scenarios, including
missions to Venus, Titan, and Neptune.
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PROSPECTS

Advantages of AeroDrop

The key advantage of AeroDrop is that it lowers the additional mass, risk, and complexity (and
therefore also cost) to the primary mission when compared to alternative co-delivery mission archi-
tectures. The risk of some of these architectures is compared to AeroDrop here, and the subsequent
section discusses several specific mission concepts.

The primary and secondary spacecraft share a cruise stage. The simplest co-delivery architec-
ture would be to handle the primary and secondary missions entirely separately starting from the
time they leave Earth orbit. This without a doubt is the least imposing on the primary mission but
also requires an independent secondary mission. One of the major benefits AeroDrop has over this
architecture is that it allows the primary and secondary missions to share a cruise stage. This can
provide the secondary spacecraft with hardware necessary for interplanetary cruise such as: solar ar-
rays∗ and batteries for power, propellant and thrusters for trajectory correction maneuvers (TCMs)
and attitude control, communications equipment, and thermal control systems. Furthermore, the
secondary spacecraft does not impose any additional load on the operations personnel and ground
assets dedicated to navigating the spacecraft to its destination. Importantly, these ground assets
include the NASA Deep Space Network (DSN), and not taking any DSN time from the primary
spacecraft or other ongoing missions is a selling point for the secondary mission.

The probe does not require in-space propulsion. For a primary and secondary spacecraft sharing
a cruise stage, one delivery option is to carry the probe into orbit with the orbiter. A major advantage
of this approach is that the orbiter can image the surface and a landing site can be selected for the
probe with better knowledge of the accessible terrain. However, this architecture requires a deorbit
maneuver for the probe, very likely requiring the inclusion of in-space propulsion capabilities on
the probe. If the orbiter uses aerocapture to enter orbit, this architecture has additional challenges.
Because the probe would still be attached to the orbiter during the atmospheric flight segment of
aerocapture, both would need to share an entry system and heat shield, presenting nontrivial pack-
aging constraints. It may be possible in some scenarios for the probe to re-use the orbiter’s heat
shield, but then the thermal design would have to account for heat transferred from the heatshield
to the spacecraft after aerocapture. Finally, whether the orbiter uses aerocapture or propulsive orbit
insertion, any propulsive maneuvers would have to be sized for the total mass of both probe and
orbiter, a significant constraint if the orbiter is a small secondary mission.

If the probe is not carried into orbit with the orbiter, then in general the probe and orbiter would
require different entry conditions. If the orbiter and probe share a cruise stage (and thus share an
approach trajectory) but require different entry conditions, then at least one of the spacecraft will
need to perform a divert maneuver before entry. The probe could divert away from the orbiter, but
again this would require maneuvering capability for the probe. This in-space propulsion capability
would generally not be required otherwise, so the additional mass and complexity of the propulsion
system would represent a significant penalty for this architecture. In some cases the lander may
have a reaction control system to control attitude during atmospheric flight, and this system could
potentially perform the probe divert maneuver. However, in addition to the extra propellant mass,
this approach would require the navigation hardware and software needed to compute and perform
the divert maneuver and likely also a clean-up burn. This requirement would add complexity and

∗Where applicable; the secondary mission could also potentially share power from a radioisotope thermal generator
(RTG) unit on the primary spacecraft while attached.
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Figure 3: Illustration of orbiter-divert scenario with qualitative navigation error and uncertainty
growth

cost to the probe.

The orbiter does not perform a divert maneuver. The other alternative is for the orbiter to per-
form a divert maneuver prior to entry. Because the orbiter already requires propulsion for the peri-
apsis raise and later correction maneuvers (or orbit insertion, if the orbiter is not using aerocapture),
this avoids any additional hardware. However, executing this divert maneuver still presents chal-
lenges, and these are illustrated in Figure 3 where the timing of the divert maneuver is shown as the
triangle. In the absence of correction maneuvers, navigation error grows over time, which is why
generally a TCM is scheduled for shortly arrival. The navigation uncertainty is shown as generally
decreasing under the assumption that the orbiter is being tracked by the DSN and receiving regular
navigation updates. Once the orbiter diverts, the probe is coasting until entry without course correc-
tion capabilities, leading to a wider range of potential entry conditions. Because the probe has no
independent deep-space navigation hardware, its navigation uncertainty grows along with its error.
This problem of probe navigation drives the divert maneuver timing to be as late as possible, but
this causes other problems for the orbiter. Because any maneuver will be imperfectly executed, an
optional clean-up TCM (shown as the pentagon) would have to be scheduled for after the divert and
before entry. Collecting sufficient tracking data for a good navigation solution then computing and
executing the TCM takes time, likely several days. As can be visualized from Figure 3, delaying the
divert maneuver requires compressing this orbiter timeline, until at some point there is not enough
time for a TCM after the divert. Because the orbiter approaches on a steep probe trajectory, failure
of the divert maneuver or final TCM could result in loss of the orbiter. Finally, the later the divert
is the larger the maneuver will need to be, resulting in additional propellant mass for the orbiter.
Notably, these drawbacks would be eased somewhat if the orbiter had autonomous navigation capa-
bility that allowed it to generate navigation solutions and design corrective maneuvers much more
quickly and without relying on signals received at Earth.
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Applicability to Mission Concepts

There has been little systematic study of architectures for the co-delivery of an orbiter and a
probe, but multiple missions have proposed or flown various versions of co-delivery architectures.
None of these missions would make perfect candidates for AeroDrop since none use aerocapture,
which has never been implemented. Nonetheless, they make instructive examples in examining the
applicability of AeroDrop.

One pair of examples is the two Viking missions, each of which sent a lander and orbiter to
Mars. The lander remained attached to the orbiter as it entered orbit and returned images of the
Martian surface for landing site selection. After about one month in orbit, the lander deorbited
itself to begin the entry, descent, and landing (EDL) sequence. The architecture choice of bringing
the probe to orbit is well-suited for applications like Viking, in which more information about the
atmosphere or surface at the destination is needed to ensure safe performance of the probe. Indeed,
the original landing sites for both Viking 1 and Viking 2 were changed after they were declared
unsafe based on orbiter photos.14 The tradeoffs incurred by bringing the probe to orbit include the
extra propellant for the orbit insertion maneuver due to the probe mass and an in-space propulsion
system for the probe’s deorbit maneuver. The Viking landers each carried a hydrazine rocket to
execute a deorbit burn of about 180 m/s.15 AeroDrop would not be a good solution for missions
like Viking requiring reconnaissance by the orbiter in advance of probe entry. For AeroDrop, either
the surface should be well-characterized in advance or the probe should be resilient to uncertainties
in landing environment. Major advances since the 1970’s in hypersonic aeromaneuvering, hazard
avoidance, and terrain-relative navigation significantly alleviate this constraint.16

The Galileo and Cassini-Huygens missions were both major planetary science missions that in-
cluded an atmospheric probe carried to its destination with the larger orbiter. Incredibly, both of
these missions successfully implemented the orbiter divert architecture without adding any naviga-
tion or maneuvering capability to the probes, which coasted passively from release until entry. The
price for this coast was larger entry dispersions, the Galileo probe coasting for nearly 150 days be-
fore entry at Jupiter with an entry flight path angle (EFPA) requirement of ±1.4◦ and the Huygens
probe coasting for 20 days before entry at Titan with an EFPA requirement of ±3◦.17, 18 EFPA is
defined as the angle between the velocity vector and the local horizontal, such that a velocity point-
ing below the horizontal has a negative EFPA. These relatively large EFPA ranges were acceptable
in part because neither probe was targeting a particular landing site. The Huygens probe did survive
on the surface, but was never explicitly designed as a lander.19 For comparison, the Mars Science
Laboratory (MSL) EFPA requirement pre-launch was ±0.20◦.20 AeroDrop avoids this sacrifice in
probe delivery accuracy by eliminating the long coast phase for the probe.

The Mars Polar Lander (MPL) carried with it the Deep Space 2 Mars Microprobes, two small
penetrators aiming to search for sub-surface water and demonstrate penetrator technology for Mars.
The Mars Microprobes were a true secondary mission, separating from MPL’s cruise stage only 10
minutes before impact, and at just 3.6 kg each the probes were two orders of magnitude smaller
than anything NASA had previously flown to other planets.19 Although the two missions were both
probes with no orbiters, the MPL-Microprobes missions make perhaps the best flown example of
an AeroDrop-like architecture. AeroDrop can be applied broadly wherever the flight mechanics are
feasible, but it is primarily useful as a non-intrusive way to include a small secondary opportunity
with a larger mission. AeroDrop relies on tuning the ballistic coefficient (BC or β) of the secondary
vehicle to reach the desired final state given the expected entry conditions, a reversal of the normal
process. The BC is effectively the ratio of inertial forces to aerodynamic forces, and is defined in
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Eq. (1) where m is spacecraft mass, CD is drag coefficient, and A is reference area. The smaller the
vehicle is, the less mass or area it takes to effect large changes in the BC. As an example, if the Mars
Microprobes had been carried to Mars by an orbiter performing aerocapture instead of by a lander
then the EFPA would have been shallower. If necessary, the Microprobes could accommodate this
by enlarging the heatshield area without changing the probe mass, thus lowering the BC in order to
reach the surface from a shallower entry. This relatively small change in total launch volume would
enable the ride-along probes without affecting the design for the primary orbiter. Unfortunately, the
failure of both MPL and the Mars Microprobes scrapped plans for later Mars Surveyor landers and
secondary Mars Micromissions that would have accompanied them.19

β =
m

CDA
(1)

The Mars Cube One (MarCO) CubeSats are also a good secondary mission example, but in a dif-
ferent way than the Mars Microprobes. The purpose of the twin spacecraft was to provide near-real-
time telemetry data relay to Earth from the InSight Mars lander during its EDL sequence, dubbed
the “carry your own relay” architecture.5 The CubeSats were not on the critical path for InSight’s
science mission or operational success, and were much smaller (and cheaper) than the lander. How-
ever, rather than carrying out a small independent mission like the Microprobes, MarCO provided
operational support for the primary mission. This kind of collaborative secondary mission generally,
and the carry your own relay architecture specifically, has broad application. Another example is
the Russian Mars 96 mission, which included an orbiter, two small landers to be released a few days
before entry, and two penetrators to be released from orbit, but unfortunately failed in Earth orbit.21

The THOR Mars Impactor Mission and ARES aerial platform mission also proposed an orbiter and
flyby spacecraft, respectively, to support their primary science missions on the planet.22, 23

AeroDrop could enhance these mission architectures in a number of ways. For MarCO, the
independent navigation of the two CubeSats to Mars was a significant challenge, and also took DSN
time away from the primary mission.24 These issues would be addressed by sharing a cruise stage
with InSight. A current-day revisit of the Mars 96, THOR, and ARES missions could shrink the size
and cost of the support orbiters using modern smallsat technologies, such as the deployable high-
gain reflectarray antenna designed for MarCO.25 Finally, the support orbiter could use aerocapture
to reach orbit, which in general requires less mass than a propulsive orbit insertion,12 thus enabling
a longer scientific or operational mission than a flyby support craft like MarCO. Implementing
aerocapture on a smallsat platform would be a significant advancement, but smallsat aerocapture
using drag-modulation flight control has recently been studied in detail for both an Earth flight test
and planetary exploration missions.26, 27

CHALLENGES

The central challenge to implementing AeroDrop is the feasibility from a flight mechanics per-
spective. That is, for AeroDrop to work, both a probe and an orbiter must be able to reach their
desired final states from the same entry conditions. Consider a simplified example of a primary
orbiter mission using aerocapture. The science objectives drive the design of the spacecraft and de-
sired orbit, then an aeroshell is designed to protect the vehicle during atmospheric flight. The entry
velocity given by the interplanetary trajectory and the BC determined by the vehicle design will
dictate some target EFPA for the orbiter to begin aerocapture. Then, a secondary probe can be de-
signed to have a BC that will result in a lander trajectory for that same EFPA and entry velocity. The
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capabilities of this probe are then designed within the constraints of the required BC. One or both
of these vehicles may also make use of lift- or drag-modulation to bias their nominal trajectories
and accommodate uncertainties in the atmosphere and entry state. The next section quantifies these
flight mechanics trades to identify regions of feasibility for AeroDrop. Even within these feasible
regions, however, there are a number of other challenges to implementing AeroDrop.

One challenge is the separation event. The orbiter and probe must separate from each other, and
possibly also from a cruise stage, shortly before entry. If the timing is too early or the ∆V imparted
by separation is too large, it could alter the desired trajectory for one or both spacecraft without
time to correct. If the vehicles are not separated enough, there could be a risk of recontact in the
atmosphere. Finally, if the vehicles failed to cleanly separate at all, that would almost certainly
result in loss of both spacecraft. This study assumes a small separation such that the vehicles do not
interact in the atmosphere but have identical entry conditions, but a detailed mission study would
need to carefully consider separation.

The timing and observation geometry between the orbiter and probe is another challenge. Ae-
rocapture requires a very specific trajectory through the atmosphere, so there is little flexibility to
design for observations of the probe by the orbiter. Furthermore, degradation or loss of signal for
the probe or orbiter is possible due to ionization of atmospheric gases during hypersonic flight, de-
pending on the specific vehicle, trajectory, and atmosphere. Thus, using the orbiter to relay data
from the probe during EDL or immediately after landing/impact would be challenging. Uninter-
rupted observations of a debris plume from an impactor, for example, may not be possible with an
AeroDrop configuration, although initial observation followed by repeated overflights may be.

Many AeroDrop challenges are really aerocapture challenges, one of these being packaging. Be-
cause the orbiter and probe both pass through the atmosphere with AeroDrop, any hardware not
disposed of before entry must survive the hypersonic flight environment, generally requiring enclo-
sure in an aeroshell protected by a thermal protection system (TPS). For the solar panels, radiators,
and antennas of a cruise stage to be useful, however, they need access outside of the aeroshell.
One solution is to bring a cruise stage just for the interplanetary phase, then dispose of it before
entry. This approach is mass-redundant, however, because the orbiter still needs much of that hard-
ware once in orbit, so a second set of solar panels, antennas, etc. inside the aeroshell would be
required. The alternative is an aeroshell designed to allow external access for this hardware during
cruise, possibly by being able to open and close the backshell. Depending on the destination and
vehicle design, an open backshell design might be possible,10 greatly simplifying these packaging
constraints.

As with any small secondary mission, tight volume and mass constraints are a challenge for Aero-
Drop as well. Even with recent and ongoing advancements in miniaturized hardware for smallsats,
the hardware required for aerocapture or a full EDL sequence is challenging to make small and
cheap enough to be appealing as a secondary mission. As a point of rough comparison, the in-
terplanetary smallsat aerocapture study estimates a total spacecraft mass of 68 kg,27 whereas each
MarCO spacecraft was about 14 kg.24 The Mars Microprobes, in contrast, were only 3.6 kg.19 Pas-
sive impact probes or penetrators as the secondary mission are excellent candidates for AeroDrop
because they can avoid the additional hardware required for a soft-landing (parachutes, retrorockets,
etc.).
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FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT

The purpose of this section is to understand, at a high level, the combinations of trajectories and
vehicles for which AeroDrop is a possibility. A wide range of entry trajectories are simulated then
classified by their final states, and a number of key constraining parameters are computed. This
high-level approach is meant to demonstrate the feasibility of AeroDrop at each destination and
provide a starting point for further investigation of any specific mission concept.

Methodology

Each trajectory is generated using an entry dynamics simulation tool developed for this task∗.
The simulation numerically propagates the three degree-of-freedom motion due to point-mass grav-
ity, lift, and drag forces acting on the vehicle. Constant aerodynamic coefficients, constant mass,
zero thrust, and axisymmetric entry vehicles are all assumed for this purpose. Eq. (2) gives the
gravitational force relation, and Eqs. (3) and (4) give the magnitude of the lift and drag forces,
respectively.

Fg = −mµ
|r|3

r (2)

|FL| =
1

2
ρ|Vw|2CLA (3)

|FD| =
1

2
ρ|Vw|2CDA (4)

In the equations abovem is the mass of the spacecraft, µ is the gravitational parameter for the central
body of interest, and r is the position vector from the center of the central body to the spacecraft.
Furthermore, ρ is atmospheric density, A is the reference area, CL and CD are the lift and drag
coefficients, respectively, and Vw is the wind-relative velocity vector. The wind-relative vector is
the velocity of the vehicle with respect to the air in front of it, and is distinct from the inertial velocity
vector ṙ = v. The relation between the two velocities is given below, where ω = [0, 0,Ω]T and Ω is
the rotation rate of the planet/moon with respect to a planet-centered inertial frame. W is the local
wind velocity, including any components due to atmospheric rotation, both of which are assumed
to be negligible for the purpose of this study. In this study the terms “relative entry velocity” and
“relative EFPA” refer to the magnitude and angle, respectively, when taken with respect to this Vw

vector rather than the inertial velocity.

Vw = v − ω × r + W (5)

The drag force is always directed opposite the wind-relative velocity. The lift force direction is
orthogonal to the drag and velocity directions, and rotated about the velocity vector by the bank
angle. In this study only full-lift-up and full-lift-down (bank angles of 0◦and 180◦) orientations
are considered. In a lift-up orientation the velocity vector lies in the r − Vw plane with positive
r components; for lift-down, it lies in the same plane but with negative r components. Thus,
the magnitude and direction of each force is defined, and the vehicle is propagated according to
Newton’s Second Law, r̈ =

∑
F /m.

The vehicle is initialized at the atmospheric interface altitude hatm, a somewhat arbitrarily defined
point at which sensible atmospheric density begins. For each target destination, one representative
∗https://github.com/salbert21/petunia
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relative entry velocity, Vw,0, is defined. The value of these and other parameters are listed for each
central body in Table 1.

Table 1: Relevant Planetary Constants

Central Body hatm, km Vw,0, km/s k, kg0.5/m atm. composition by volume
Earth 125 11 1.748× 10−4 79.1% N2, 20.9% O2 [28]
Mars 125 6 1.904× 10−4 2.60% N2, 95.5% CO2, 1.95% Ar [29]
Venus 135 11.5 1.897× 10−4 3.50% N2, 96.5% CO2 [30]
Titan 800 6 1.758× 10−4 97.7% N2, 2.30% CH4 [31]

Neptune 1000 27 7.361× 10−5 1.50% CH4, 79.6% H2, 18.9% He [32]

Profiles of atmospheric density are taken from the nominal output of the Global Reference Atmo-
spheric Model (GRAM) for that planet/moon, then linearly interpolated with altitude. To approxi-
mately characterize the effect of density variability, results include a uniform ±20% uncertainty in
density. The actual variability in atmospheric density is not uniform with altitude, nor is it neces-
sarily within a 20% bound; these results are included only to show a general trend of how density
variability impacts the feasibility of AeroDrop.

Several potentially constraining quantities are calculated for each trajectory, one of which is peak
heat rate. Specifically, the peak convective heat flux at the stagnation point for a fully catalytic
surface is estimated using the Sutton-Graves method.28 The expression is shown in Eq. 6, where q̇s
is total convective heat rate at the stagnation point, ps and hs are the total stagnation point pressure
and enthalpy respectively, Rn is the effective nose radius, hw is the surface enthalpy, and KSG

is a coefficient. This expression is then converted to the more useful form shown in Eq. 7 using
a few assumptions for hypersonic flow. In hypersonic flow the surface enthalpy hw is a negligible
contribution to the total value, which can then be approximated as hs ≈ V 2

w/2.33 Using a Newtonian
flow approximation, the pressure coefficient at the stagnation point is Cp,s = 2, and freestream
pressure makes a negligible contribution, so stagnation point pressure becomes ps = 1/2Cp,sρV

2
w+

p∞ = ρV 2
w .33 The modified Sutton-Graves coefficient is then k = KSG/(2

√
101325)∗. The values

used in this study for k, as well as the atmospheric compositions used to compute them, are listed
in Table 1.

q̇s = KSG

√
ps
Rn

(hs − hw) (6)

q̇s = k

√
ρ

Rn
V 3
w (7)

To generate approximately realistic heat-rate trends, th e nose radius of the vehicle is scaled with
the BC as follows. The mass and drag coefficient are set as approximately that of MSL in every
case: m = 2920 kg, CD = 1.6.16 The reference area is defined as the backshell area, which is
computed from β, m, and CD using Eq. 1, and then the backshell radius Rb is computed from the
area. Finally, the nose radius is computed by assuming a nose bluntness of Rn/Rb = 1/2, which
has been the case for every Mars entry vehicle to date.34

The other parameters computed for each trajectory are apoapsis altitude, peak g-load, and inte-
grated heat load. Initial apoapsis is computed using the vehicle’s Keplerian state at final time, and
the peak g-load is the maximum sensed acceleration shown in number of Earth g’s. The total heat

∗The 1/
√
101325 factor comes out of a unit conversion from atm to Pa.
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load is computed by numerically integrating the stagnation point convective heat-rate over time, and
thus shares the same assumptions.

Finally, there are three types of trajectories considered in this study. For ballistic trajectories,
the vehicle flies passively through the atmosphere and has a lift-to-drag ratio of L/D = 0. These
trajectories do not imply that the vehicle would have no control authority; rather, they represent
trajectories for which no lift- or drag-modulation is required to fly the nominal trajectory, so any
control authority would be 100% dedicated to accommodating uncertainties. The other two types of
trajectories are full-lift-up and full-lift-down, which all use a value of L/D = 0.25. These scenarios
use 100% of their control authority (lift) to bias their nominal trajectory. In terms of final energy,
all reachable trajectories for a given entry state and vehicle lie between these full-lift-up and full-
lift-down bounding cases. By showing these three cases, the full set of trajectories accessible with
an L/D ≤ 0.25 are characterized for each scenario.

Results

The results at each planetary destination are summarized in Figs. 4 - 8. For each of the three
trajectory types, trajectories are simulated across a grid of varying EFPA and BC. These trajectories
are categorized as probes if they intersect the surface (or some minimum altitude), as orbiters if they
exit the atmosphere on an elliptical orbit, or as escape if they exit on a hyperbolic orbit. For each
grid, at any given BC there will be some EFPA value that delineates between orbiters and probes.
These EFPA values form the black line on each plot. Similarly, if the entry velocity exceeds escape
velocity, there will be an EFPA value delineating between orbiters and escape trajectories, and this
is shown as the purple line. The shaded regions for each line are bounded by the values of that
line when the density profile is at ±20% of the nominal values. Therefore, any gridpoints left of
the black line are probe trajectories, any gridpoints between the lines are orbiters (aerocapture), and
to the right of the purple line are escape trajectories. Contours of apoapsis altitude, peak g-load,
peak heat-rate, and total heat load are then overlaid for each plot. Note that the contour values are
chosen for visibility and are not necessarily evenly incremented, and that the x-axis scale varies
significantly between destinations.

The interpretation of these plots is illustrated through example. By definition AeroDrop is fea-
sible where a probe trajectory and orbiter trajectory both exist at the same EFPA for realistic BCs.
Because in AeroDrop the vehicles always share an entry condition, in these plots scenarios are
identified with vertical cross-sections along a single EFPA. As a simple example, a vertical line at
-5.5◦for the Earth-ballistic plot would pass through the middle of the black line. Here, BCs less than
75 kg m−2 are probes, and greater than 100 kg m−2 are orbiters. Thus, for 11 km/s -5.5◦at Earth
AeroDrop is possible using only ballistic trajectories, just by tuning the BCs of the two vehicles.

The application of lift broadens this feasible range significantly. In Fig. 4 a light blue vertical
line is added at a nominal EFPA of -6.25◦. On the ballistic plot the line is entirely behind the
orbiters/probes cutoff, meaning all BCs in the range considered (10 - 200 kg m−2) result in probe
trajectories. On the full-lift-up plot the line is entirely in front of the cutoff line, so all BCs result in
orbiter trajectories. The initial apoapsis altitudes for these trajectories vary with BC, and are shown
in the dashed blue contour lines.

For AeroDrop to be plausible, the architecture should be robust to a number of uncertainties,
including navigation uncertainty. This can be described as an entry corridor, a range of possible
EFPA values. In Fig. 4 the dashed light blue vertical lines represent an entry corridor for an EFPA
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of−6.25◦±0.5◦. As a result of this uncertainty the dashed lines now intersect the black cutoff lines
for ballistic and lift-up trajectories, and these intersection points give the BC requirements for this
scenario. For AeroDrop to be feasible even with this EFPA uncertainty the orbiter BC would need
to be at least 40 kg m−2, and the probe coefficient no greater than 150 kg m−2.

These BC values might be further constrained by other requirements. Continuing the example
annotated in Fig. 4, to achieve an initial apoapsis altitude of at least 150 km, the orbiter BC should
be at least 70 kg m−2. To keep the total heat load at the stagnation point below 20 kJ m−2, the probe
BC should be no greater than 125 kg m−2. Finally, note that the EFPA range still does not intersect
the cutoff line on the full-lift-down plot, so any BC in range would result in a probe trajectory,
although the peak g-loads are significantly higher for lift-down trajectories.

The example above demonstrates how a mission designer can choose constraints on nominal
EFPA, entry corridor, apoapsis, etc. and then directly assess the feasibility of AeroDrop for that
mission scenario from the plots in Figs. 4 - 8.

Discussion

The feasibility of AeroDrop at each destination depends on the specific scenario and constraints,
making it hard to compare the destinations directly. One heuristic approach is to consider the EFPA
range spanned by the probes/orbiters cutoff line, i.e. the difference between the transition EFPA for
β = 200 kg m−2 and for β = 10 kg m−2. This value is about 1◦ at Earth, Venus, and Neptune,
about 1.5◦ at Mars, and about 4.5◦ at Titan. These values reflect the entry corridor width available
using two ballistic trajectories, meaning Titan is by far the most flexible for AeroDrop if no nominal
lift is required. A similar heuristic parameter is the EFPA range gained from a full-lift-up trajectory,
defined as the difference between the transition EFPA for β = 50 kg m−2 with full-lift-up and for
β = 150 kg m−2. This value is about 1◦ for Earth, Mars, and Neptune, about 1.5◦ for Venus, and
only about 0.5◦ at Titan. This reflects the fact that lift-modulation is more effective at higher entry
velocities, where the control authority increases due to a larger lift magnitude. The representative
entry velocity chosen for Venus is high relative to the planet’s mass, and the low scale height of the
Venusian atmosphere results in high densities at aerocapture altitudes. It is important to note that
these benefits are directly traded-off by high g-loads, heat-rates, and heat-loads at Venus; the high
entry velocity at Neptune has similar drawbacks.

There are some key limitations to the approach taken in this study. For the sake of space, only one
entry velocity is considered for each destination. Different entry velocities do affect the apoapsis
altitude, heat rates, and other parameters, but changes on the order of 1 km/s do not dramatically
affect the feasibility of AeroDrop in general.13 Another limitation is the bounding case approach
to lift-modulation. While it is possible to use 100% of available lift to bias the nominal trajectory
– Viking flew a full-lift-up trajectory with no guidance – in general some control authority must
be allocated to compensate for uncertainties in EFPA, atmospheric density, vehicle parameters, etc.
MSL, for example, used about 70% of its available lift to bias its nominal trajectory, reserving
30% for control authority margin.35 The ability of the results shown here to capture these types of
trajectories is limited. For example, for a lift-up trajectory at Earth, 11 km/s, EFPA of −6◦, a BC
of 50 kg m−2 results in an apoapsis altitude of about 3000 km. Intuitively, a similar trajectory that
instead uses only 70% of its lift for the nominal trajectory would result in aerocapture with a lower
apoapsis, but the results shown here do not quantify this idea. Nonetheless, the results shown here
give bounding cases within which a vehicle could reserve some control margin for uncertainties by
targeting a lower apoapsis or increasing control authority by increasing L/D.
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Another aerocapture trade reflected in these results is that, in general, more is gained from the
lift-up trajectories than from lift-down. From inspection of the example in Fig. 4, it is clear than
one appealing AeroDrop configuration is a lift-modulated orbiter with a ballistic probe trajectory.
The ballistic probe trajectory could be truly passive, such as for a simple penetrator probe mission,
or it could apply drag-modulation to the ballistic trajectory for the purpose of accommodating un-
certainties. Passive impact or penetrator probes are already excellent candidates for AeroDrop due
to their simplicity and small size, so this architecture stands out as a promising version of AeroDrop
for multiple reasons.

CONCLUSION

AeroDrop is a promising architecture that enables new kinds of smallsat ride-along missions to
interplanetary destinations. By sharing target entry conditions with the primary probe or orbiter,
these secondary missions maximize their benefit from the primary while minimizing their impact
on the primary mission. The possibility of AeroDrop is demonstrated for Earth, Mars, Venus,
Titan, and Neptune, and the high-level regions of feasibility are characterized. Passive impact or
penetrator probes on a ballistic nominal trajectory as the secondary mission on an orbiter delivered
by a lift-modulated nominal aerocapture trajectory are shown to be the most promising AeroDrop
configuration. A number of challenges remain for AeroDrop implementation, including separation
design, timing and observation geometry, packaging, and tight volume and mass constraints.
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